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Chapter 2691: Li’er… (5) 

Cang Po Yu quickly discovered a doubtful point and contended on strong grounds on Li Moying’s behalf. 

Li Moying was willing to do anything for Huang Yueli. In this time of life and death crisis, they would 

never doubt it if one said Li Moying would die to save Huang Yueli. But if they insisted on saying Li 

Moying coerced Huang Yueli to consummate, in order to save his own life and retract his primordial 

spirit… 

They would rather die than to believe in this! 

Bai Liufeng and Huang Siluo were bewildered, and they couldn’t decide on which side to believe in. 

Hearing that, Liu Buyan sneered, “The blood pool isn’t a good place so I’m really curious about how he 

did it as well! But he can merge his primordial spirit into one, and let his cultivation rise so quickly. There 

can only be one way to do it!” 

He paused for a moment and said, “Since all of you are afraid that I have framed him, then ask him 

yourselves! Ask him if the truth I have said is this or not!” 

Bai Liufeng and Huang Siluo instantly turned towards Li Moying. 

“Moying, Divine Doctor Liu said… it shouldn’t be true right! You can’t possibly do that to Lass Li. There 

must be some other way to recover your primordial spirit, right?” Huang Siluo asked anxiously. 

She was rather pleased with this son-in-law, so she naturally didn’t wish for him to be this kind of scum. 

Li Moying had been keeping silent, waiting quietly by the side of the wall like a walking corpse. 

No matter what Liu Buyan said, or how Cang Po Jun or Cang Po Yu tried to explain for him, he seemed as 

though he didn’t hear anything. He just silently immersed himself into his own world. 

Recalling the incidents that happened in Sky Phoenix Ring, he did not feel that it was real. All the 

changes… happened too quickly! 

Did he really get his Li’er? 

For decades, he had been hoping and wishing to experience that moment, and it finally came true. 

But that originally beautiful moment of his life, the most fortunate moment, had now become his 

unforgettable darkest nightmare! 

At this moment, no one would be in more pain and suffering than him! 

If it wasn’t for Huang Yueli who entrusted one last task to him, he might have already entered the blood 

pool and followed her in death! 

Li Moying shut his eyes and abruptly lifted his head to look at Bai Liufeng and his wife. Then he said 

softly, “What Liu Buyan said was the truth, there isn’t anything exaggerated. I can merge my primordial 

spirit and raise my cultivation to break through the Blood Moon Great Array. The reason is exactly… like 

what he said.” 



He didn’t want to explain too much about the situation back then. 

Although there were many uncontrollable reasons which caused this result. 

But in the deepest abyss of his heart, he felt that he had harmed Huang Yueli! 

In that moment of ecstasy, Huang Yueli laid limp in his arms. Her body slowly turned icy cold and her 

breathing turned weak. 

Li Moying risked his life and hugged her tightly to retain her last breath, but after his primordial spirit 

merged, he instantly went into an advancement. His meridians wildly took in an enormous amount of 

Profound Energy, and he instantly lost consciousness… 

In a daze, he only recalled the last words that Huang Yueli said, “Moying, you must live on well. Save my 

father and mother… please take care of them for me…” 

Live on well… 

This point was something that he would never be able to do, so he was destined to disappoint Li’er. 
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At the very least, he can save Bai Liufeng and the others. 

In this way, after he and Huang Yueli died, his little fox might be a little less disappointed. 

Thinking of this, Li Moying clenched his teeth and distinctly tasted a heavy stench of blood in his mouth. 

“Sorry, I caused Li’er’s death. In the future, I will definitely make the necessary compensation. But for 

now, we must get out of this place first!” 

“Leave this place?! You have the cheek to say that?” 

After Bai Liufeng knew that he caused Huang Yueli’s death, the anger in his heart rose to the limit! 

He instantly dashed towards Li Moying and struck a punch out at his chest! 

Li Moying did not hide. 

Bai Liufeng’s ability was much stronger than Liu Buyan’s, and his punch sent Li Moying flying! 

Li Moying suffered a heavy internal injury and he slowly stood up while clutching his chest. His 

expression and tone remained extremely firm, “Father-in-law, no matter if you want to beat or kill me, 

we can talk about this later. Now… we must leave this place! Immediately!” 

As he spoke, his tone turned anxious. 

Bai Liufeng was fuming right now and he couldn’t tell that his tone sounded amiss. He only knew that 

the stinky brat in front of him had caused his daughter’s death, just for the sake of raising his ability! 

Even though Li Moying’s ability had surpassed himself by a great deal, but he would exact revenge for 

his daughter even if he had to risk his life! 



“Li Moying, you despicable villain! I have really judged you wrongly! I thought you are true to my Lass Li 

and would protect her, hence I let her marry you. I didn’t expect… that you got together with her just to 

replenish your primordial spirit! 

Bai Liufeng was so angry that his entire face turned red and he kept attacking Li Moying. He couldn’t 

wait to kill him alive to take revenge for his beloved daughter! 

Li Moying’s lips twitched as though he wanted to explain, but in the end, he didn’t say a single word. 

Toward Bai Liufeng’s attack, he did not retaliate. Based on his ability, no matter how heavy-handed Bai 

Liufeng was, it was merely superficial injuries. It would not possibly threaten his life. He was merely 

allowing his angered father-in-law to vent his anger. 

But not too long later, Li Moying already swathe unstable energy in the Blood Moon Great Array from 

his peripheral view. Evidently, the blood essence from Lord Zhan was about to be exhausted. 

Li Moying’s gaze darkened and he evaded Bai Liufeng’s attacks. 

“Thinking of escaping? Where do you think you’re running off to? I will never let you off!” Bai Liufeng’s 

eyes were bloodshot and he stared at Li Moying angrily. 

Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Yu went up to pull him away, but they could not hold on to him at all. 

Li Moying shook his head and his expression turned solemn. “Stop wasting time, we must leave 

immediately!” 

Saying that he raised his right hand and shot out two bursts of Profound Energy from his fingertips 

towards Bai Liufeng and Liu Buyan’s chests! 

The two of them gave a dull moan and fell onto the ground. 

The two of them were also in ninth stage realm peak, but in front of Li Moying, they could only watch 

their meridians being sealed, without any chance to evade at all. 

“Po Jun, Po Yu, bring everyone. We must leave right now!” Li Moying said coldly . 
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Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Yu naturally listened to him. Although it was a little strange, they instantly 

responded and carried both of them on their backs. 

Liu Buyan and Bai Liufeng were not reconciled. Unfortunately, the restraint that Li Moying set for them 

was extremely special. They could not use their Profound Energy to break through it hence they could 

only stare at him angrily through gritted teeth. 

“Li Moying, let go of me! Let go of me!” 

“What are you trying to do? Are you intending to kill us, just like what Huang Zhanxiao did?” 

Li Moying swept a dim gaze at them and did not explain anything at all. 

Based on the current situation, no matter how he explained, they would not listen to him. 



Moreover, Li Moying did not want to explain at all. He should have died long ago! He should have 

accompanied his Li’er earlier… 

He wondered if his Li’er would be at a loss if she went to the underground by herself? 

He shut his eyes and when he reopened it again, his expression grew firmer. 

“Go! Po Yu to stay in front and lead the way, quick!” 

Cang Po Yu turned around without any hesitation and was just about to scutter out. 

But just at this moment, the blood pool started to stir again and an energy vortex surfaced once again. 

The blood essence in the Blood Moon Great Array was sucked back into the blood pool again! 

The blood moon in the sky also started to sway as blood essence energy kept dissipating, seemingly as 

though it was about to split open! 

Snow Phoenix Palace also started to sway. Distinct cracks started appearing on the walls and many 

shattered small rocks kept rolling down. 

Li Moying’s expression changed, “Go! Quickly go! If you don’t go, Snow Phoenix Palace will collapse 

soon!” 

Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Yu did not dare to slack and hurriedly dashed out with them on their backs! 

Huang Siluo was already in a daze. She wasn’t as rash as those two men. Moreover, she wanted to listen 

to Li Moying’s explanation before she made a decision. However, she could not stop the doting father, 

Bai Liufeng. 

As there was a sudden occurrence now, she seemed to be unable to react. 

Li Moying looked at her and suddenly cried out softly, “Mother-in-law, above your head! Be careful!” 

“Ah?” Huang Siluo was stunned. 

Li Moying had already grabbed her wrist and pulled her to his side. 

At the same time, a meter-thick huge pillar came crashing above her head! 

With a loud “Bam”, a deep crevice appeared on the Azure Sol Trustone Pavement ground. 

Huang Siluo’s expression paled as she was extremely shocked. 

Li Moying carried Huang Siluo and dashed out like a bolt of lightning with Cang Po Yu and Cang Po Jun! 

They ran outside, and every single route they passed was congested with rampaging blood essence 

energy. These energies had already lost control and were crashing shooting about in Snow Phoenix 

Palace. Every single time it crashed onto someone, the feeling was similar to being cut by a knife. 

Practically every single person’s body and face were slashed by this blood mist. They sustained quite 

several external injuries. 



Only Li Moying was not injured. Even for those energies which had completely lost control, it seemed as 

though it was afraid of the Profound Energy suppression that came from him. Hence it did not dare to go 

too close to the former. 

Huang Siluo who was being carried by him saw this clearly and she felt extremely horrified! 

So, Li Moying, who had his primordial spirit successfully merged, was actually so powerful! What kind of 

innate talent was this? Even in the Sacred Phoenix Race’s legends from thousands of years ago did not 

mention the appearance of such horrifying and shocking genius! 

Did this young man not have the bloodline of an ancient spiritual god clan? 
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Ordinary human race totally did not have this kind of innate talent! 

Just as Huang Siluo was racking her brains, Li Moying had already brought all of them out of Snow 

Phoenix Palace. 

The ancient palace which was filled with many mechanisms had already become extremely brittle after 

so many impacts today. Basically, all the mechanisms and arrays had already lost their effectiveness. 

Previously before they were about to leave, they had to remain vigilant and take every single step 

carefully. But now, the exit was extremely smooth. 

However, the situation outside the Snow Phoenix Palace was much worse than what they had expected. 

The entire Northern Ice Fields were shrouded by the blood-colored thick mist and everything was hazy 

which made it difficult for one to differentiate the direction. 

The wind in the snowstorms howled and there was a large amount of energy contained in the wind and 

snow. If one were to crash against it, one would definitely be injured. 

Beneath their feet, the ground kept shaking and deep cracks appeared on the snowy ground. It was so 

deep and dark that one could not see the bottom at all. 

In the haziness, the only thing that could be seen was the blood moon in the sky! 

That round-shaped moon shone a glaring blood-colored glow that overlooked the earth. At the same 

time, it kept shrinking. Every time it shrunk, it would release a huge amount of energy into the 

surroundings! 

As the Blood Moon Great Array had completely lost its effect, so the blood moon’s energy could not gain 

any replenishment. Hence, as it shrank, the blood moon would start to shrink at a visible speed. At the 

same time, it started to drop downwards! 

Li Moying turned his head and took a look, then his expression turned gloomy. 

He raised his hand and released Liu Buyan and Bai Liufeng’s restraint and at the same time, he shouted 

out before they could say a word. “You’ve seen the current situation for yourself. If you want to exact 

revenge on me, you need to leave this place alive first! The blood moon is going to drop immediately so 



we only have a quarter of an hour to leave the freezing zone! All of you follow me, and you must not 

lose me!” 

At this moment, if Cang Po Jun and the others were still carrying them on their backs, their speed would 

be affected greatly. 

They did not have much time left. If they were slightly slower, they would probably lose their lives right 

here! 

Liu Buyan and Bai Liufeng were understanding people. They knew the severity of the situation and the 

dangers of what they were facing right now. 

This was a truly life-threatening situation! 

They did not say anything and immediately followed behind Li Moying, increasing their speed to leave 

this place! 

Li Moying was still carrying the frail Huang Siluo. He single-handedly held his sword and the incisive 

strong thunder attributed Profound Energy followed his actions and gushed through the skies, cutting 

apart the thick layers of mist in front of them! 

With him leading the way, the group who originally found it difficult to move finally saw a ray of hope. 

All of them sped towards the south! 

The tremors were getting more serious and following the descent of the blood moon, the surrounding 

blood mist was getting more intense and the pungent smell made one felt like throwing up. 

Even if all of them were following behind Li Moying, they sensed their bodies becoming exceptionally 

frail and very hard to breathe. Their hearts pounded harder than usual. 

However, Li Moying remained in front without any wavering. His tall stature was as straight as a sword, 

breaking through the various obstructions! He was obviously the one who suffered the most pressure, 

but there was no sight of tiredness or wavering from him. 

With him leading them, everyone somehow felt more at ease. Although they were dragging their heavy 

feet to trudge forward, they persisted in moving forward as they clenched their teeth and refused to 

give up. 
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They were fighting against time and exhausted all their energy to race swiftly for a long time. 

Finally, they reached the boundary of the freezing zone. 

Just when they were rushing forward, an ear-splitting explosion was heard from their backs! 

This sound was like a hundred bolts of lightning crackling beside their ears. In an instance, it made 

everyone lose their consciousness! 

They totally could not control their bodies and were sent flying by the blast! 

Bai Liufeng and the others could not take the impact and faint on the spot. 



Li Moying was also sent flying, but he was only dizzy for a short moment when he regained his 

consciousness. 

The moment he regained his consciousness, he could not bother about his injuries and immediately 

jumped up. His eyes widened and he looked towards the Snow Phoenix Palace’s direction! 

The blood moon slowly descended from the sky, and it crashed right onto Snow Phoenix Palace. 

The flames instantaneously swept across the entire ground. 

The entire Snow Phoenix Palace was engulfed by the raging flames, and razed everything to the ground 

in an instant! 

Li Moying looked blankly at the situation in front of him and suddenly spat out a mouthful of blood. 

After that, his knees went soft and he could no longer prop his own body up, kneeling onto the ground… 

Li’er, his Li’er… 

Li Moying’s ears were buzzing, as he felt his spirit and soul leaving his body along with the sound of 

explosions. 

Snow Phoenix Palace was completely ruined. As for Huang Yueli who was within that place, it had 

completely turned into ashes as well… 

Many images appeared in front of his eyes. From the first moment they met, where she showed him 

that resistant disgusted look, to the astute and intelligent look after they turned closer. Her beautiful 

smile after their relationship took a step further and that occasional tsundere sweet look. And finally, 

the alluring and seductive look which she showed when she took off all her clothes and leaned into his 

arms… 

Everything was so beautiful, as though it was a dream. 

However, it also shattered easily like a dream. 

He thought that in this lifetime, he would finally be able to be together with Li’er, living a full life till their 

hair turned white. It didn’t matter if he was unable to return to the peak or not able to ascend to God’s 

Realm. What he wanted was only Huang Yueli. 

But unfortunately, she was the only one whom he missed every single lifetime. No matter how much 

effort he put in, they would always brush past each other. 

“Li’er, Li’er… you’re so cruel. Without you, no matter how powerful I become, what meaning is there to 

it? My motive for cultivating is only to protect you…” 

He had once assumed that as long as he was powerful enough, he would be able to protect the person 

whom he loves. 

But now, he finally understood that in front of fate, all his efforts were so pale and helpless… 

Li Moying clenched his teeth and struggled to stand up, as he trudged forward to Snow Phoenix Palace. 



After the explosion, the tremendous amount of energy in the Blood Moon Great Array had instantly 

used Snow Phoenix Palace as the center, and radiated around the entire Northern Ice Field in an 

instance! 

However, Li Moying seemed as though he did not feel the pressure and continued to move forward. 

At this moment, Cang Po Jun and the others had gradually regained their consciousness. Seeing this, 

they were completely stunned! 

No one had expected that Li Moying would return after they had finally escaped from that place! 

“Sov… Sovereign! Quickly come back, it’s dangerous there!” Cang Po Jun shouted. 
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“Po Jun, Po Yu, after I am gone, Blue Profound Sect’s affairs will be entrusted to the both of you! My in-

laws have just lost their daughter so I believe they must be extremely sad. Will you please help me to 

take care of them.” 

“Father-in-law, Mother-in-law, I’m grateful to you for letting me marry Li’er. In my two lifetimes, my 

greatest wish is to marry Li’er. I’m sorry that I cannot let you and Li’er reunite. But please don’t worry, I 

will not let Li’er stay alone and helpless below… I will accompany her…” 

“And, Liu Buyan… I’m very sorry for stealing away your love that year. But if time could turn back, I will 

still do the same thing. So, it’s just your bad luck…” 

Li Moying’s voice was faint and it sounded a little amusing. 

But everyone who heard his words was extremely terrified! 

Everyone could tell that these were Li Moying’s last words! 

Hearing that, Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Yu were panic-stricken. They started to shout immediately. 

“Sovereign, please don’t do this! Please reconsider your decision!” 

“Blue Profound Sect cannot do without you, please don’t think of ending your life…” 

Even Liu Buyan who hated him to the core earlier was feeling fearful when he heard his resolute speech! 

Although he wanted to make Li Moying pay for his sins to exact revenge for Huang Yueli, he had never 

thought that Li Moying would die! 

“Li… Li Moying, you… on what basis do you have to ask me to blame it on your bad luck? You… You 

arrogant fellow, we have not even settled our feud yet! You… get back here right now!” 

Li Moying ignored Liu Buyan and continued to trudge steadily towards Snow Phoenix Palace. 

He knew that he owed Liu Buyan a favor. They fell out twice but in the end, his life was saved by the 

latter risking his life. On the other hand, he grabbed the opportunity to confess and snatch away the 

young lady whom he had secretly admired. The begrudged relationship was his fault in the first place. 

But there was no way that he could let Huang Yueli go! 



He would be willing to share anything with his best buddy, but for the girl he liked… no matter what the 

price was, he would never give up on this! 

This debt could not be settled now, and it never would be in the future. 

Because Li Moying had already decided to self-explode to accompany Huang Yueli. 

The two of them were destined to have their souls and spirits dispersed and scattered so there would be 

no future to talk about. 

Huang Siluo and Bai Liufeng were stunned. Originally Bai Liufeng thought Li Moying let Huang Yueli 

down but from the looks of it now, the real situation did not appear to be like what he thought. 

He hesitated for a moment and opened his mouth, “Li Moying, you… don’t be rash… you haven’t 

explained to us what you did to Lass Li. What on earth is going on?” 

Huang Siluo also asked, “What happened in the blood pool? Are you not intending to let us Seniors find 

out about what happened forever?” 

Li Moying shut his eyes and his mind flashed past the events. But in the end, he remained silent. 

Everyone was extremely anxious when they saw him keeping silent. But none of them were at Li 

Moying’s cultivation and they had a very bad fall. So they weren’t able to get up momentarily. 

Just as everyone was at their wits ends, suddenly, the ground started to shake again! 

A ray of strong light appeared on the Northern Ice Fields, making everyone lose their visions. 

After some time later, the crowd adjusted to the brightness and slowly opened their eyes. They bore 

with the glaring pain and looked in front. 

They saw a golden light shooting from Snow Phoenix Palace and rushed straight into the clouds! 
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This ray of golden light seemed to link Heaven and Earth together, making the entire Northern Ice Fields 

so bright that it turned as bright as day. 

The original rampant snowstorm seemed to settle down in an instance. The surroundings were tranquil 

and soft, and powerful energy pervaded the air. 

Everyone stood on the fields in a blank, as though they were deeply stunned by what they saw. 

Even Li Moying, who was bent on dying, also stopped and looked afar bewilderedly. 

“This… what’s going on?” 

“Snow Phoenix Palace… what’s going on? Could there be some danger?” 

The group looked at each other in dismay, and the expressions on their faces were extremely puzzled. 

After mere moments of silence, Huang Siluo widened her eyes and said, “This… could this be… could this 

be…” 

She stopped in the middle of a sentence, and her eyes were filled with astonishment. 



Bai Liufeng felt extremely uneasy, and he couldn’t help but ask, “Could this be… what?” 

Huang Siluo did not reply to him. She was already completely dazed by what she saw, as she was 

immersed in her thoughts. She muttered to herself, “Sacred Phoenix Race’s prediction… could this be 

real? Today, could it really be… the day where Sacred Phoenix Race regains our former glory?” 

“What do you mean?” Everyone was puzzled. 

Just at this moment, the blinking gold light slowly dissipated, and everyone started to become 

accustomed to the light. 

In the middle of the golden light, right above the Snow Phoenix Palace, was a huge Phoenix which 

suddenly flew! 

This phoenix was entirely covered in golden-red wings. Its wings extended to ten feet long, and the huge 

wings flapped gently. The wings refracted the golden light above its head, giving off an extremely 

dazzling ray. 

“Ss— Ss—” 

The phoenix raised its head and gave off a deafening cry, shooting straight into the skies! 

The densely packed clouds seemed to drift apart from this cry! 

Other than Li Moying, the others were dizzy from this sharp cry. They couldn’t help but cover their ears, 

their faces revealing a pained expression. 

After a while later, the crying slowly weakened. 

The huge phoenix flapped its wings and soared into the skies. IT’s two sharp powerful claws faced 

downwards and grabbed a crystal clear jade piece. 

These two pieces of half-moon-shaped white jade formed a jade piece. On the end-to-end portion was a 

life-like phoenix, which looked exactly like a reflection of this dazzling phoenix in the air. 

Huang Siluo felt her heart pounding wildly as she felt extremely excited, so much that she was unable to 

complete her sentence. 

“This… this really is… the Sky Phoenix Ring! This is… the Sky Phoenix Ring!!” She screamed loudly! 

Everyone looked at her in surprise, “What? This is the Sky Phoenix Ring??” 

Although they heard about this ancient God Relic in the past and knew that Huang Yueli died in her past 

life because of this Profound Armament, but they had never seen its true countenance before. So 

momentarily, they weren’t able to link to this at all. 

Huang Siluo nodded and said affirmatively, “That’s right, this must be the Sky Phoenix Ring! This piece of 

ancient God Relic is a treasure that had been passed down from our Sacred Phoenix Race ancestors! 

There are many drawings in the ancient manuals which show the image so I can recognize it on one 

look! Moreover, only a peerless god relic like this appearing would result in such a magnificent vision!” 



Bai Liufeng frowned and asked puzzledly, “But, why did the Sky Phoenix Ring appear right here? That 

year after Lass Li died, didn’t the Sky Phoenix Ring already go missing?” 
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“For so many years, Huang Zhanxiao had been searching for the Sky Phoenix Ring’s whereabouts. But no 

matter how he tried, he wasn’t able to find it, isn’t that so? But now, why did this legendary god relic 

suddenly appear at this place?” Bai Liufeng asked curiously. 

He naturally did not doubt his beloved wife. But he couldn’t understand what was going on. 

Huang Siluo was exceptionally surprised as well. “This… I don’t know too… By right, if Huang Zhanxiao 

were to find the Sky Phoenix Ring, he would definitely tell me about this. But I have not received any 

information at all. Moreover, in the Sacrificial Ceremony, everyone also saw him taking out a fragment 

of the Sky Phoenix Ring! If he had the Sky Phoenix Ring earlier, he would have broken through the path 

leading to God Realm, and all of us would be dead by now! 

Cang Po Jun frowned and muttered, “What Madam Bai says is right, but… why did the Sky Phoenix Ring 

suddenly appear here right now?” 

Huang Yueli only told Li Moying about the Sky Phoenix Ring acknowledging her as its Master. No one 

knew, not even Cang Po Jun and the others. 

Just as everyone was racking their brains, Li Moying just stood in a daze on the spot. His eyes were wide 

open and he stared tightly at the magnificent and powerful phoenix in the sky. Various complicated 

emotions gushed into his heart. Shock, astonishment, pain, fear, and also a hint of anticipation… 

He had merged his primordial spirit into one after consummating with Huang Yueli in the Sky Phoenix 

Ring, and his cultivation soared. 

A large amount of Heaven and Earth Profound Energy gushed into his body, as though it was about to 

burst out from his meridians! 

Under the intense pain, he seemed to have lost all his senses, except for a loud explosion that split the 

Sky Phoenix Ring apart from the Profound Energy which was emitted from his body… 

And also the last words which Huang Yueli said to him. 

When he regained consciousness, he had already advanced successfully and jumped out of the blood 

pool. However, Huang Yueli and the Sky Phoenix Ring had already disappeared without a trace. 

He consciously assumed that the Sky Phoenix Ring had exploded and shattered into fragments, 

completely destroyed. Whereas Huang Yueli whose primordial spirit had fused with the Sky Phoenix 

Ring, definitely ended up with her soul and spirit scattered 

So he totally lost hope. He was just waiting to save Bai Liufeng and the others and after that, he could 

join Li’er. 

However, just at this moment, the Sky Phoenix Ring which should have originally been shattered had 

once again appeared right in front of his eyes. 



Moreover, it was in such a dazzling state! 

As though a phoenix which was born from the ashes, soaring into the sky like a sun! 

This lit up a weak flame of hope in Li Moying’s lifeless heart… 

Since the Sky Phoenix Ring had resurfaced, then his Li’er… surely she had not completely disappeared… 

With this thinking in mind, it made Li Moying start to shake. His feet turned soft, and he could no longer 

support himself, dropping and sitting onto the ground. 

When one was totally devastated, one could firmly make a choice and gamble everything that one had. 

But once there was a faint hope of anticipation, one would turn fearful and mindful! 

“Li’er, Li’er… you.. is your consciousness still around? The Sky Phoenix Ring is still here, then you… 

should be around as well right? As long as… as long as you have a little bit of consciousness, I will try my 

best to let you return to my side, no matter what price I have to pay…” 

He remembered that Lord Zhan had once said this. 

In his past life when he executed the Art of Split Soul, it was able to succeed because a slice of Huang 

Yueli’s primordial spirit had merged with the Sky Phoenix Ring, and attached itself to the God Relic. 
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Since the Sky Phoenix Ring was around now, that meant a possibility that Huang Yueli’s consciousness 

might be retained. 

If that was the case, he did not mind to execute the Art of Split Soul once again, or wait until the next 

sixteen years, and accompany her in being reborn again… 

Li Moying silently made this decision and his fingers clenched into a fist. He looked at the Sky Phoenix 

Ring with bloodshot eyes! 

No matter how this Sky Phoenix Ring came about, he had to raise the success rate of the Art of Split Soul 

so that he could get Huang Yueli. 

But to him, this wasn’t a difficult task. Based on his current ability, there was already no one in Soaring 

Heavens Continent who could vie with him for the top. 

Just as he was about to make his move, the huge phoenix in the sky suddenly raised its head and 

screeched! 

At the same time, an abnormality happened! 

Three light balls slowly rose from the Snow Phoenix Palace and in each light ball, there was a different 

colored stone enveloped inside. 

The huge phoenix kept screeching and flapped its big wings. 

The surrounding Heaven and Earth Profound Qi followed its movements and kept shooting outwards. 



Bai Liufeng and the others who were already standing on the outside, couldn’t stand the impact. Their 

faces turned pale as they started to retreat backwards. 

Every single time the huge phoenix flapped its wings, the red, yellow, and blue colored stones rose a 

little higher into the sky. It slowly rose higher and higher, gradually getting closer to the Sky Phoenix 

Ring. 

Huang Siluo retreated to a few hundred meters away before she managed to stand still. She lifted her 

head and was extremely surprised. 

“These.. these are… the Sky Phoenix Ring’s shattered pieces? This… how is this possible? Huang 

Zhaoxiao had tried all his means, searching through the entire Soaring Heavens Continent for the past 

few decades. But he only managed to find one Sky Phoenix Ring’s shattered piece! But now, why did 

three shattered pieces suddenly appear? Even the Sky Phoenix Ring’s main body also appeared in Snow 

Phoenix Palace! Why on earth… why is this happening?” 

No one could answer this riddle, because the abnormality that was happening in front of them had gone 

beyond their imagination! 

Only Li Moying seemed to have thought of something. But when he wanted to grasp it in detail, he was 

unable to grab the crux of it. 

Under everyone’s watchful gazes, the three shattered pieces slowly flew towards the Sky Phoenix Ring 

in the air. 

The huge phoenix raised its head and screeched. Its cry spread throughout the entire continent! 

At this moment, even the high levelled practitioners in the South Sky Region heard the sound and felt 

the powerful energy in the air! 

“Boom!” 

Three shattered pieces merged into one with the Sky Phoenix Ring! 

Whereas for that huge phoenix’s reflection, it also turned into a ball of raging fire, enveloping the Sky 

Phoenix Ring’s shattered pieces which were enveloped within. 

The fiery flames gushed into the sky! 

A rush of heat waves gushed towards the crowd! 

The energy contained in this flow of air was overly powerful, and in a second, it caused Bai Liufeng and 

the others to fall onto the ground! All of them fainted! 

Only Li Moying managed to stay conscious. 

Under the impact of the heat waves, his face flushed red and the sweat on his forehead kept dripping 

down. His clothes were entirely drenched in sweat! 

But he continued to clench his teeth, as he opened his eyes and bore with the piercing pain, keeping a 

tight watch at the ball of flame in the air! 



That was… the True Phoenix Fire! 

It was totally different from the flame which Little Phoenix usually breathed out! 

Little Wang Cai was still in an immature infant stage. Moreover, it was just a spiritual body. Although the 

flame it breathed was also the True Phoenix Fire which could crush all other deviant flames in Soaring 

Heavens Continent, but in front of the True Phoenix Fire, it appeared so frail! It could not take on a 

single blow at all! 

The True Phoenix Fire was the flame of destruction, but it was also… the flame of rebirth! 

Chapter 2700: Rise From the Ashes (2) 

Huang Yueli’s consciousness was sometimes sober and sometimes confused. 

The only thing she could feel was heat… 

That was a kind of indescribable kind of scorching heat which was emitted from every inch of her skin, 

internal organs, and bone marrow. It made her felt as though she was about to melt completely into a 

puddle of bloody water. 

“Hot… so hot… so painful…” 

Huang Yueli’s eyes were shut as she groaned and rolled around in the fiery flames. 

“Who am I? Where… am I?” 

Amid the pain, different images from her past life to the current life swiftly flashed past in her mind 

again and again. 

Among those images, the most frequent memory which appeared and left a deep impression on her was 

related to a man. 

That man had gorgeous ageless looks, a tall figure, invincible ability, and lastly.. the most overbearing 

yet tender gaze. 

“I… I am… he is…” 

Huang Yueli sensed her soul drifting out of her body and was looking down at her mortal body from the 

air. At the same time, all the incidents which happened recently also returned to her mind. 

After a part of her primordial spirit which had been divided out from Li Moying using the Art of Split Soul 

was returned to him, a strong indescribable feeling gushed to her mind! 

This feeling was excessively strong because their primordial spirits resonated and merged. It caused her 

soul to tremble as she was caught in an extreme shock! 

Immediately following that, that feeling was slowly numbing her consciousness… 

She could feel her primordial spirit slowly weakening and disappearing. But she could not feel the pain… 

everything seemed like it was happening to other people. 



She looked at Li Moying slowly turning from pleasure to pain, watching him absorb the Heaven and 

Earth’s Profound Qi and rapidly advance. She also saw the Sky Phoenix Ring shattering into pieces… 

It was until her body had once again fallen into the blood pool when she started to feel the pain. 

But to be able to see Li Moying returning to the peak, she felt extremely at ease. To her, this pain was 

nothing. 

Huang Yueli gazed at Li Moying’s figure with deep emotions. She prepared to shut her eyes as she 

waited for death to call her. 

But right at this moment, she suddenly felt a wave of heat coming from her chest. 

Immediately following that, two balls of bright light flew out from her semi-buttoned clothes! 

Using her peripheral vision to take a look, she couldn’t help but be shocked. These two stones looked a 

little familiar. One was from the Soaring Heavens Merchant Guild’s auction which Little Wang Cai kept 

throwing a tantrum to coerce her to buy while the other stone was conveniently picked up on her 

second trip to the Snow Phoenix Palace. 

These two stones were no different from those stones by the roadside, and they simply didn’t look 

extraordinary. 

Ever since she got them, Huang Yueli did not even bother about them and simply cast them inside the 

Sky Phoenix Ring. 

Little Wang Cai liked these two stones very much and would occasionally fiddle with them. But even it 

wasn’t able to tell what uses these two stones had. 

However now, in this murky, cold blood pool, when the Sky Phoenix Ring’s space was shattered, 

everything in the space had already been corroded by the blood water. But these two seemingly 

ordinary stones seemed to have shed their rough exterior and were shining their inner splendor! 

 


